
Job Title:  Packaging Assembler  
Department:  Production 
Reports To:  Production Manager 
FLSA Status:  Non-Exempt 
Date Prepared: 9/18 
 
SUMMARY:  The packaging assembler is responsible for many different aspects of 
running the packaging line.  These aspects include operations, maintenance, quality, 
housekeeping and other tasks as assigned by the production manager and Team Lead 
which include performing assembly tasks involved in the production of filling bottles and 
packaging finished goods for distribution.  Follow standard work methods and practice 
safe work habits to ensure production is efficient and timely as possible with the highest 
level of quality.   
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 
 

1. Perform repetitive workstation or assembly line operations to mass produce liquid 
filled bottles and assemble components for finished product.   

2. Complete tasks as assigned by Production Supervisor to ensure output remains 
current with production schedule.   

3. Transfer chemicals from blending tanks into assembly machine and channel to 
individual bottles.   

4. Perform quality control procedures.  Weigh bottles for accurate fluid level.  
Ensure caps are applied properly.  Verify accuracy of labels and batch numbers.   

5. Package finished bottles inside boxes and load onto skids for distribution or 
inventory.   

6. Report defective materials, questionable conditions, or process improvement 
suggestions to the department team leader.   

7. Perform line transfer duties such as flushing and rinsing holding tank after 
specific chemicals have been distributed through the machine.  Change machine 
settings to meet production specifications.   

8. Responsible for the safe operation of equipment in accordance with standard 
operating procedures.  Maintain work area and equipment in a clean and orderly 
condition and follow prescribed safety regulations. 

9. May work at different workstations as production needs require, or shift from one 
station to another during the assembly process 

10. Efficiently operate packaging lines one and two and stay knowledgeable in all 
areas, understanding the fundamentals of how each section operates.  These 
sections include the filler, capper, box former, and packing stations, labeler, bottle 
printer plus all pumps and pieces that are related to these areas 

11. Understand and complete each assigned run that is on the board and those that are 
considered emergency 

12. Be able read and comprehend a bill of materials list that helps identify which 
components are necessary for running each individual product 

13. Identify potential issues with the line that may result in extended down times, or 
out of spec product and provide that insight to support staff 



14. Verify all quality aspects of line so that each finished product is up to EnvirOx 
standards.  This includes machine reliability, component use accuracy, lot number 
accuracy and batch accuracy 

15. Help maintain the line by doing basic machine adjustments and logging down 
these adjustments so that in the future, the information is more readily available.  
Maintaining the machines is taking ownership of the machines which can lead to 
future successes 

16. Perform daily housekeeping routines such as floor care, removing debris, 
emptying garbage containers, cleaning up and removing old or damaged 
components so that they are not accidentally put back into use, and wiping down 
machines to ensure that are clean and free of debris, and compacting cardboard 
and recycling all recyclable goods  

17. Help perform any duties for EnvirOx which include one off orders such as pails, 
kits, repacks and damaged good replacement 

18. Take part in all training programs including production, safety and company 
history 

19. Be mindful of manufacturing techniques such as 5S, Continuous Improvement, 
and Root Cause Analysis  

 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: 
 

• High School Diploma or equivalent.   
• One to three years related work experience and/or training; or equivalent 

combination of education and experience 
 
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES: 
 

• Ability to apply common sense understanding to carry out instructions furnished 
in written or oral form and ensure proper follow through  

• Ability to apply basic math and reading comprehension 
• Strong attention to detail and capable of performing repetitive tasks with a high 

level of accuracy and high output  
• Ability to lift up to 50 lbs on a consistent basis 
• Strong work ethic, critical thinking skills and desire to succeed  
• Strong interpersonal skills and ability to cooperate and achieve results in a team 

based environment  


